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Abstract

Hydrogen has been shown to activate the neutral impurities carbon, silicon and oxygen in

ultra-pure germanium and form shallow level complexes. The double acceptors beryllium

and zinc in silicon and germanium, as well as the triple acceptor copper in germanium, can

be partially passivated, leading to single hole acceptors. The study of the electronic level

spectrum of the single carrier bound to these centers at low temperatures has provided

much information on symmetry and composition. Most centers reveal a symmetry axis

along [111] and are static. In some cases hydrogen has been found to tunnel between

equivalent real space positions. Photothermal Ionization Spectroscopy (PTIS) has been the

most important tool for the study of the optical transitions of the hole (electron) in these

hydrogen containing complexes. This photoconductivity technique combines high

sensitivity with high resolution and permits the study of shallow acceptors or donors

present at concentrations as low as 108cm-3. Even lower limits may be attained under

". favorable circumstances.



1° Introduction

Early studies of the diffusion and the solubility of hydrogen in silicon [1] and germanium

[1,2] in the late 1950's showed that this smallest of all elements is a fast, interstitially

moving impurity with a low solubility that appeared technologically unimportant. More

than twenty years later, during the development of ultra-pure germanium single crystals for

large volume gamma radiation detectors [3,4], hydrogen was found to combine with the

isoelectronic neutral impurities carbon and silicon and with neutral oxygen to form the

shallow acceptors A(H,C) and A(H,Si) and a shallow donor D(H,O), respectively [5].

This discovery, which was significantly facilflated by high resolution far in_i'are.dPTIS, led

to a renewed interest in the interactions of hydrogen in crystalline semiconductors. Sah et

al.'s [6] discovery of shallow acceptor passivation in MOS structures followed by the RF

plasma hydrogenation experiments of Pankove et al. [7,8] in silicon led to the worldwide

research activities which have constituted an important part of semiconductor research for

the past seven years.

This review focuses on the early studies of A(H,C), A(H,Si) and D(H,O), on the partially

hydrogen passivated multivalent acceptors, and on PTIS, the single most important tool for

the study of electrically active centers present at low concentrations.

2. Experimental Techniques

2.1 Crystal growth

The development of ultra-pure germanium single crystals for garr.,a_' ray detector
¢,

applications required special materials for the crystal growth process and highly sensitive

analytical techniques. A net-dopant concentration[ NA-ND[ _ 1010 cm -3 was required in .'

order to obtain the necessary depletion layer thicknesses of >_1 cm at acceptable bias

values (< 5000 V). Hall [9] discussed the feasibility of obtaining such crystals as early as

1966. Using the Czochralski melt growth technique [101 one had to select a crucible



material and an ambient which would lead to the extremely low residual impurity

concentrations. Synthetic silica (vitreous quartz) and palladium purified hydrogen offered

the best prospects. Today's industrial processes still use synthetic silica and H2 anda

produce 7 cm diameter single crystals of ultra-pure germanium.

The slow reduction of silica by the germanium melt leads to free silicon, an isoelectronic

impurity, and oxygen, a neatral impurity when isolated. A state-of-the-art single crystal

contains between 1013-1014 cm -3 of each of these impurities. Growth experiments in

tritium containing t12 atmospheres [11] were used to determine the total hydrogen

concentration which lies between 1 to 3x1014 cm -3 in 1 atm H2 grown crystals. In

crystals grown from a graphite crucible one finds a carbon concentration "" 1014 cm-3

[12]. In addition to these electrically neutral impurities one typically finds the shallow level

impurities aluminum and phosphorus, and in special cases gallium and indium at

concentrations < 1010 cm -3. Thus the designation of these materials as "ultra-pure" refers

only to the electrically active residual impurities.

2.2. ltall effect and Photothermal Ionization Spectroscopy

Quanti_tative analysis of such small concentrations of shallow donors and acceptors can be

achieved with electrical measurements. Variable temperature Hall effect measurements

[13,14] give the type of conduction, accurate net-concentrations JNA-NDI and energy

level values to within 5-10%. Free carrier freeze-out curves do not allow differentiation

between the variour shallow level impu_'ities, ali of which have ground state energies close

,_ to 10 meV.
I

The close proximity of the var __us shallow level energies in Ge requires a high resolution

spectroscopic technique to distinguish between the various acceptor and donor species.



Iri'IS has turned out to be one of the most appropriate tools for this purpose:. Because of

its importance we will describe this powerful spectroscopic technique in some detail.

1

Fig. 1 shows the two-step process which characterizes PTtS. The optical excitation of a

donor or acceptor bound carder from the ground state to a bound excited state is followed °

by thermal excitation into the band. The change in free carrier concentration leads to a

change in electrical conductivity of the sample which can be measured with great

sensitivity. Lock-in techniques allow narrow band measurements and lead to excellent

signal to noise ratios. PTIS has an optimum temperature range for a given energy level.

"the temperature must be sufficiently low so that the majority of the donors or acceptors are

frozen-out, i.e., neutral. On the other hand it must be high enough so that phonons of

sufficient energy can transport the optically excited carrier from the excited state to the band

continuum. Fig. 2 shows schematically the evolution of a PTIS spectrum with

temperature.

A key condition for successful PTIS is the formation of good electrical contacts on the

sample under study. A number of techniques have been developed to form low noise,

ohmic contacts which function at the low temperatures required. Ion implantation followed

by thernaal annealing at moderate temperature, diffusion, or simple vacuum evaporation or

soldering of metals forming relatively shallow energy barriers have been used successfully.

' The choice of the particular contact formation technique depends strongly on the sample to

be studied. If a sample can be easily contaminated at the elevated temperatures required for

contact formation one has to resort to low temperature techniques. Copper, for example,

has a significant solubility and a high diffusion coefficient in germanium. If kept at

temperatures below ~ 350°C copper contamination can be avoided. This temperature limit

is sufficiemly high to allow thermal acti,,ation of boron or phosphorus implanted at low



energies (< 50 keV) in germanium. Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) offers efficient

reduction of impurity contamination during contact formation.

II

PTIS was discovered by Lifshits and Ya'Nad [15]. Using Fourier transform spectroscopy

' [16], full use can be made of the high resolution potential of PTIS with ultra-pure

semiconductors. In pure semiconductors with a small concentration of structural defects,

the lifetime of a carrier in a bound excited state can be very long, on the order of 100 ns

[17]. The individual impurities are well isolated from each other and wave function overlap

is extremely small even for highly excited states. The concentration of compensated

ionized acceptors and donors lies in the 1010 cm -3 range, too small to create electric fields

which could cause measureable Stark effects. Hailer et al. [18] and Navarro et al. [19]

have studied the width of optical ls-np transitions and the lifetime of excited states of the

D(H,O) donor in ultra-pure germanium. They found that the excited state lifetime

approaches the fundamental limit given by final state mixing [20,21 ].

In an interesting modification of standard PTIS, bandedge light (hv "" Egap) is used to

generate free holes and electrons ix"_the sample under study. In this case the compensated

minority impurities, which are typically ionized at any temperature and e,_cape

spectroscopic observation, can capture free carriers and become spectroscopically active.

Using p-type ultra-pure germanium Skolnick et al. [22] performed shallow acceptor PTIS,

• as shown in Fig. 3a. Adding band edge light neutralizes shallow donors which become

accessible to PTIS. In the case of p-type ultra-pure germanium, the free electrons
,,_,

originating from donor PTIS will recombine efficiently with majority carders, holes,

reducing their concentration and leading to a reduction in conductivity. This in turn leads to

negative peaks in the PTIS spectrum (Fig. 3b). In the absence of efficient recombination

between majority and minority carriers ali peaks will be of the same polarity. Darken and

Hyder [23] as well as Van de Steeg et al. [24] have given a quantitative analysis of PTIS in



Ge. Van de Steeg et al. [25] proposed a search for fractionally charged impurities using

PTiS. They arrived at a sensitivity limit of 105 cm-3 fractionally charged impurities. This

is an impressive illustration of the potential of PTIS. i

i !
In a recent PTIS study of shallow donors in pure and closely compensated GaAs epilayers,

Wolk et al, [26] have shown that the neutralization of majority and minority dopants

through band edge light leads to a large reduction of Stark broadening produced by random

Coulomb fields of the various positive (donors) and negative (acceptors) ionized dopants.

This resulted in the sharpest donor lines ever recorded in GaAs and led to the first

experimental verification of the splitting of the (2n+l) p-states as was theoretically

predicted by Larsen [27].

Iri'IS has been very effective for the study of hydrogenic impurities and of deep levels in Si

with effective mass theory (EMT) like bound excited states. Chalcogen double donors [28]

and a number of transition and noble metal impurities [29] have been investigated. In many

of these studies a process different from PTIS has been very helpful. If a sample contains

both shallow and deep levels, it is quite likely that the photoconductive continuum of the

shallow impurity(ies) reaches well into and beyond the photon energy range in which

characteristic deep level transitions occur. These transitions remove photons whic_ would

have contributed to the shallow level continuum, thereby leading to negative absorption

lines. This self-absorption process is not a PTIS process, lt is equivalent to the merging

of a silicon photoconductive detector and a silicon sample doped with deep level impurities
w

into one sample. The advantages gained from this self- or internal absorption _iave been

amply demonstrated in numerous Si studies by the Lund group [3D],



3. Electrically Active Hydrogen.Containing Complexes

3.1. The static centers A(H,Si), A(H,C), A(Be,H) and A (Zn,H) in Ge

The four hydrogen containing complexes A(H,Si), A(H,C), A(Be,H) and A(Zn,H) areJI

static trigonal centers. The first two were discovered in germanium in crystals grown from

* silica and graphite crucibles while the latter two appear in crystals intentionally doped with

Be and Zn.

A(H,Si) can be generated by rapidly quenching a small sample of hydrogen atmosphere

grown ultra-pure germanium from around 425°C [3]. A small fraction (--0.1%)of the

hydrogen must be present in a mobile, interstitial form at that temperature. During the

quenching process the thermal energy of H rapidly diminishes and it becomes trapped by

the nearest Si impurity. Theory predicts a binding energy of a few tens of meV which is

compatible with the observation that A(H,Si) is not stable at room temperature.

Substitution of H with D leads to an isotope shift of 21 I_eV in the ground state of A(H,Si)

[311.

The acceptor A(H,C) is found in Ge crystals grown from a melt contained in a graphite

crucible. The complexes are present in as grown crystals and stable up to ~ 200°C. No

isotope shift has been observed.

• A(H,Si) and A(H,C) were the first shallow acceptors which exhibited a split/s-state while

the np-states are perfectly EMT like; i.e., "hydrogenic" in nature. The wavefunctions of

shallow acceptors are combinations of' the wavefunctions describing the top of the p3//2

valence band. This valence band is fourfold degenerate and leads to ls states with F8

symmetry (3/2 spin holes). The observed splitting must be caused by additional effects

acting on the ls state but not on the np states. Kahn et al. [32] proposed an internal stress



model which quantitatively describes the splitting of the 1s-state and the behavior of the 1s-

states of A(H,Si) and A(H,C) under externally applied uniaxial stress in ali major crystal

orientations. The very small isotope shift in the ground state of A(H,Si) cannot be
P,

explained with this model and is presumably due to the difference in zero-point motion of

hydrogen and of deuterium. The np-states are not affected by the internal stress because ,

their wavefunctions vanish at the impurity core.

P

There are a number of unanswered questions regarding A(H,Si) and A(H,C). One of them

concerns the location of H-. Theory predicts H- to reside in an antibonding (AB) position

[33]. So far no experimental evidence exists which could verify these findings. A further

question concerns the structure of the ns-states. Are these states also split by the internal

stress and by how much? These levels are not accessible with normal optical dipc.ie

transition spectroscopy but may be investigated using two photon spectroscopy.

The same model which has been successfully developed for A(H,Si) and A(H,C) applies to

A(Be,H) and A(Zn,H). The internal stress value S, however, has the opposite sign

compared to the value for the hydrogen activated centers. Whereas H- activates the neutral

impurities Si and C, H. partially passivates the double acceptors Be and Zn. The electronic

structures of the resulting complexes are similar insofar as they also have trigonal

symmetry and a split 1s-state. The location of H. may be the bond center (BC) position as

it has been firmly established for passivated acceptors in silicon [34]. However, this has

not been shown experimentally or theoretically in Ge.

The application of external uniaxial stress to these four hydrogen containing complexes

leads to further splitting of the internally split ls-state and to the usual splitting pattern in

the np-states [35]. The two components of the I s-state exhibit orientational splitting for



stress oriented along [111] and [110] because the trigonal symmetry axes of the various

centers assume distinct angles to the stress axis. Stress along [100] affects ali centers in

the same way and only leads to a shift of the states. Fig. 4 shows the D- and C-lines of the

, shallow acceptor A1 and the D-line of A (D,C)2 for uniaxial stress applied along [111] and

[100]. The subscript 2 identifies ali the lines generated by transitions from the ground state
I

component of the split 1s-state to the np-states. We will not discuss the splitting pattern of

the A1 C-line because the final state leading to the C-line consists of two states which are

accidentally degenerate and lead to a very complicated set of lines under stress.

Comparison of the Al D-line and the A(D,C)2 D-line shows the differences in the ground

states of these two shallow acceptors. The most obvious difference is seen in the [111]

splitting pattern. At 0.039 kbar the A1 D-line shows two pairs of lines with very similar

strength while the D1 and D2 components of A(D,C) exhibit a line strength ratio of 3:1.

The A1D-line splits symmetrically in respect to the zero stress position while the D1 and D2

components are shifted in a 1:3 ratio. The third observation concerns the number of

components of the D-lines under stress. There are clearly four A1 D-line components while

we observe only two components D1 and D2 for A(D,C)2. The stress behavior of A(H,Si)

and A(H,C) for ali three major crystal orientations is fully compatible with the trigonal

symmetry complex model with a pre-split/s-state.

The optical transition lines of th,: acceptor complexes A(Be,H) and A(Zn,H) exhibit similar

stress splitting behavior. However, the 3:1 shift of the lines under [111] stress is inverted,

- indicating an internal stress orientation or level ordering opposite to the orientation of the

centers discussed above. Fig. 5 summarizes the splitting patterns of the ground states
,,#

predicted by the internal stress model for A(H,C) and A(Be,H). The internal stress values

which lead to the best fit are S = - 0.810 kbar for A(H,C), S = - 0.438 kbar for A(H,Si),

and S = + 0.205 kbar for A(Be,H). Using the appropriate values for S the model

quantitatively describes the stress behavior of these complexes with excellent accuracy.
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The inverse ordering of the 1 s-states resulting from the opposite signs of S is reflected in

the sequence of the symbols used in the parenthesis of the expression describing each

complex, (i.e., H in first piace for S < 0, H in second piace for S > 0).
a,

A more complete understanding of double acceptor-hydrogen complexes may be reached ,

after the formation of A(Cd,H) and A(Hg,H) has been attempted. Cd and Hg form well

known double acceptors in Ge and have been used for photoconductor fabrication.

3.2. The centers A(Be,H) and A(Zn,H) in Si

Single crystal samples of Si which are doped with the double acceptors Zn or Be exhibit

additional acceptor spectra after exposure to H at high temperatures. In analogy to the

formation of partially passivated double acceptors in Ge, one concludes that the new

acceptors are A(Zn,H) and A(Be,H).

The spectroscopic signature of the Zn-H complex has been reported recently by Merk et al.

[36]. They found lines which belong to a hydrogenic acceptor series originating from a

ground state at Ev + 275.8 meV. Substituticra of H with D leads to a shift of ,..49 meV to

higher energy, The small isotope shift indicates a static _.omplex. Uniaxial stress

experiments will be required to determine the symmetry of the Zn-H complex.

a,

The ground state energy of A(Zn,H) Ev+275.8 meV is nt,,_much shallower than that of Zn

Ev+319 mev [37]. The relative shift in energy upon partial passivation with hydrogen is

much smaller than the shifts observed for the other double acceptor-hydrogen complexes.

This difference may be understood in terms of the very large central cell effect which

results in a much deeper Zn ground state than expected from a helium-like impurity with
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two core charges. H+ reduces the net-core charge from two to one but does not appear to

affect the central cell contribution to the binding energy. ,,

4

The acceptor A(Be,H) in Si has been studied extensively. Crouch et al. discovered a new

' series of acceptor lines in Be doped Si crystals when they added Li [38] or H [39]. They

associated the new line series with complexes formed between Be and the interstitial

impurities. Muro and Sievers [40] found a large ground state energy shift upon the

substitution of H with D. At very low tempera_,ures they found one hydrogenic line series.

With increasing temperature a new series originating from t'aermally populated higher 1s-

states appeared. They analyzed the various sets of lines with the tunneling hydrogen model

fin'st proposed by Falicov [41]. Peale et al. [42] extended these studies to the 2p' line, a

msition from the 1s ground state to a bound excited state of the p_ split-off valence band,

They came to the conclusion that the Be-H complex is dynamic with hydrogen either

tunneling or undergoing hindered rotor motion. Theoretical calculations find a global total

energy minimum for hydrogen residing at a hexagonal interstitial site next to Be [33]. The

energy barrier between neighboring sites is of the order of 0.1 eV, compatible with the

tunneling model, lt should be pointed out that the theoretical calculations give static total

energies. In view of the low mass of hydrogen we cannot be certain that the static values

describe the system accurately.

3.3. The acceptor A(Cu,H2) in Ge

The most complicated hydrogen related complex which has been studied in detail so far is

the triple acceptor Cu binding two H+. Kahn et al. [43] used PTIS to study five complexes

which form between Cu and H, D and T. With the exception of A(Cu,H2) each complex

leads to a single hydrogenic set of optical transition lines. The isotope shifts in the ground

state are proportional to the reduced mass of the complex. The acceptor A(Cu,H2), which
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was d_covered dur_r_g the development of ultra-pure germanium [44], has a Is-state

mul_plct with over tJlmcomponents le_ing to a very comptic0),ed spectrum. Kahn et al.

[ 3_ have explained tlm diffcrrnce between rbe complex containing two hydrogen ions and

_l the orJ)cr¢ombimtttions which contain at least one heavier isotope with the Devonshire

model of the hindered rotor [45]. Growth in a mixed H2 + D2 atmosphere provided

u_mmbiguous proof fl!m two hydrogen isotopes arc bound to Cu (see Fig, 1 in [43]).

3.4. The donor Bi(H,O_ in Ge

" The dota<_D(H,D)catn be generated in silica crucible and H2 atmosphere grown ultra-pure

C_)c_D_ng _ annealing o,f the rapid quertch acceptor A(H,Si) the donor D(H,O) forms.

lt has been proposed thai after H- breaks loose from Si at room temperature, it moves

_c_gh the intrinsic crystal and bcoomcs wappcd near oxygen [46]. The potential well of

oxygen for H must be:deeper than the well Froduced by Si, resulting in the experimentally

' observedhigherstability.The D{H,O)dooorexhibitsa numberofuniquepro_es which

havebeenstudiedand analyzeMindetail[3,5,19,31,47,48].The extraordinarysharpness

of t_¢ opdcat tr'ans_tictalines became understood after uniaxial stress rnc_surerr_cnLs showed

that the lines did not t_p[itor shift up to high stress values. At a stress of 2. Ix 107 Pa in the

[111 ] direction, a new set of lines appears at energies lower by 2..65 meV and the zero

szre_ spectrum rapidliy dirmnishes m intensity. This reduction in intensi_ _can be reversed

tn part by increasing _lhesample temperature. This shows that the zero stress ground state

corttinues to exist but it lies above the high stress ground state and can be themlally

l:xgputated. Detmled high re.,'_otutio¢_stu_es by Navarro er al. [49,50] show that at least

three sets of hydrogenic tines are present. Ma,gnetospectroscopy with alcohol lasers

[t8,t91 led to !irtes a.s nan'ow as 6 f_eV, belonging to the sharpest optical transitions ever

record_ tor shallow levels in semicocxtuctoes.
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Two theoretical models [47,48,51] have been proposed. Both can account tbr a large

fraction of the experimentally observed properties of D(H,O). Space does not permit a

. detailed discussion of both models and we will only state the major aspects. The tunneling

hydrogen model is based on hydrogen rapidly probing four equivalent interstitial sites. The
ii

hydrogen motion couplesto the donor electron leading to a _6-fold 1s state manifold. Fig,

6 shows the I s-state manifold and one of the hp-states. The energy differences have ali

been derived from experimental observations of the three hydrogenic series DI, D2, and
Irt

D3. The tact that transitions from the f,ighest two-fold degenerate/s-state have not been

observed can easily be explained by the difficulty to thermally populate this state at the

temperatures used to perform PTIS.

A static model for D(H,O) was first proposed by Broeckx et al. [51] and was later

significantly expanded by Ham [48]. This model is based on a static H-O complex with

trigonal sylnmetry. The I s ground state is non-degenerate and is derived from the one

conduction band valley which is parallel to the orientation of the H-O complex. As the four

conduction band minima shift under stress, the non-degenerate ground states move with

them. This explains the stress insensitivity of the D(I-I,O) lines. At a critical stress in the

[111 ] direction higher lying Is-state components cross the three states which move up in

energy and become the new ground states. Ham [481 propo_d a number of experimental

tests which would permit a decision in favor of the tunneling or the static model.

,/

4. Summary and Conclusions

Partially pa.ssivated multivalent acceptors and activated neutral impurities offer interesting

physics because the bound carrier in the Is-state probes ;he geometry and composition of

the complex. FT'IS is especially well suited for the study of these centers because it

combines high spectral resolution and high sensitivity. Most centers whic _, have b_en
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studied in Ge and Si are understood rather weil, but a number of basic questions remain

unanswered. For example, it has not been possible to experimentally determine the

location of hydroger bound to the various impurities. From the experimental and

theoretical studies of fully passivated acceptors and donors in Si and GaAs we can

conclude that H. occupies high electron density BC positions while H- prefers AB sites.

in the ab_nce of large lattice relaxations we may assume that these preferences also apply

to partially hydrogen passivated acceptors and hydrogen activated neutral impurities.

The experimental and theoretical possibilities for further productive research appea_rquite

promising. We exact to learn about partially passivated multivalent acceptors and pe_rhaps

donors in III-V or II-VI semiconductors. We may ask why partially passivated double

donors have not been observed? Do they not form, or have the appropriate conditions not

been created? Can the double acceptors Cd and Hg in Ge be partially hydrogen passivated?

Many questions remain and there still is much interesting research to be done.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the two-step excitation process of PTIS. The energy

between the ground state and the first excited state is not shown to scale. It is much

larger than the energies between the excited states.

Fig. 2 Evolution of the PTIS line spectrum with increasing temperature. At T=0 only the

photoconductive continuum exists because no photons are present to provide the

thermal excitation from a bound excited state to the band.

' Fig. 3 PTI spectrum of p-type ultra-pure Ge without a) and with b) band edge

illumination. The original labeling in Ref. 22 has been updated. The line series

belonging to a donor S is rue to the donor complex D(Li,O). The donor X is the

hydrogen containing donor complex D(H,O).

Fig. 4 PTI spectra of the D- and C-transitions of Al, and the D-transition of A(D,C)2, for

uniaxial stress applied along [111 ] and [100]. Ali spectra were recorded at 7.0 K.

Fig. 5 The piezospectroscopic behavior of the two (Is)-like levels of differently oriented,

trigonal shallow acceptor complexes, based on the "equivalent stress" model. (a)

Trigonal distortion equivalent to a stress of +0.205 kbar (tensional); (compres-

sional). Roman numerals denote the four possible orientations of the complexes.

"A4" and "A5,6" denote the representations of C3v according to which the states

transform, in the absence of externally applied stress. The energy shifts are shown

for externally applied compressional stress, dZrom Ref. 32)

Fig. 6 The/s-state manifold and one of the hp-states of the D(H,O) donor according to the
?

H tunneling model. (From Ref. 50)
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